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The purpose of this thesis shall be to present the design 
production of Robin Shorts' The Red Shoes.    The thesis is to be 
organised into three divlsionsi  (1) Bart I, the play, historical 
background, and the design concept,   (2) Bart II, the technical design 
of the production, and (3) Part III, a critical evaluation. 
Part I deals with the historical and stylistic considerations 
influencing the design approach.    Part II contains the renderings, 
working drawings, photographs, and plots for the sets, properties, 
special effects, and lighting.    Part III discusses the production 
and its strengths and weaknesses, technically. 
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CHAFTBB I 
THE PLAY, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, AND 
THE DESIGN APPROACH 
CHAPTER I 
THE PLAY BACKGROUND AND STYLISTIC APPROACH 
Tha Bad Sho— ha* been daalgnatad aa tha 1977 Thaatro Par 
Young People  touring produotlon.     Being both a children'a  play and a 
touring show demands that tha dealgn auat appaal both to tha highly 
1—glnative ainda af tha youth and bo oonplotoly portable. 
The  curiouo,   affervaaoant,   expectant nature of the child 
audience aakoa it inevitable that a largo share of respon- 
sibility far tha offsotlvanaaa of any children's play Mill 
reet upon the ataging.J 
Tha visual elements of a children'a produotlon contribute 
oo vitally to the play's overall laproaaion upon a child that the 
nature of the contribution auat bo kept clearly in Bind aa the piano 
are developed.    First,    "the flavor, line and details of sotting and 
properties will holp the children undaratand where,  when and under 
2 
what oireuaataneaa tha action la taking place."      What children aoo 
is far sere aaaningful to than than what they hoar.    Par this reason, 
tha director and tha doalgaar cannot rely upon the dialogue alone to 
establish tha oirouastanoas of tha play. 
Second, the visual olOBoata of the production should work to 
holp the actors tall the story of tha play.    "Scenery which provides 
only a background to the action oontributoa little to the play, 
Jed H.  Davia and Nary Jane Larson Watklns, Children's 
Thoatroi Play Produotlon Par Tha Child Audloaoa (Now Yorki Harper 
ant Row, Publishers, I960;, p. 153. 
2IMd.. p. 15**. 
3 
regardless of how pratty or elaborate It nay ha."-*   The scenery nuat 
provide acre than juat a background for tha aetora to paxfora In 
front of.    It nuat ba an integral part of tha action of tha atory. 
Tha third function of tha vioual alaaanta of the production 
lo to arooaa Idea* and aaotiona relevant to tha thaaoa being 
4 
expressed by tha playwright. 
Hiatorieal Background 
Tha author of Tha Had Shoaa waa Uana Chriatian Andersen, 
(1805-1875) "ho apant aoat of hia life in and around Copenhagen. 
Bom in tha sluma, Andaraan had a difficult tlaa battling hia way up 
through the olaaa atruoturo of nineteenth century Oanaark.    Tha 
feudal ayataa of bondage waa abolished only aovontoon years before 
hia birth.5 
In 1849, King Frederick VII, aa a gift to the people of 
Denmark, oatabllahad the "Fraa Constitution," which aado tha Danes 
one of tha Boat democratic societies in the world. 
Andersen used tha thaaa of tha evils in a free society quite 
often in hia writinga.    Tha original atory of Tha Bad 3hoaa dealt 
with tha conflict of selfishness versus kindness in young people.' 
3Ibid.. p. 155. 
^IbU.. p. 156. 
^Raymond fhlnaaa Stearns,  Pagaant of Europe (Now Yorki 
Haroourt, Brace and World, Inc., 19&L)t P.  **58. 
Jessie Brochnex, Baniah Lifa in Town and Country (New Yorki 
0. P. Putnam'a Sons, 1903), P.  2t4. 
'Han* Chriatian Andaraan, Andaraan'a Fairy Talaa (New Yorki 
Grosset and Dunlap, 1955), P«   62. 
Andersen was vary realistic when it cam* to his tales.    He tried, 
through his stories,  to show children the differences between good 
and evil.     Fortunately for his,  the Education Act of 1814 finally 
allowed the common children access to suitable reading material. 
Before this tlse, only the nobility were allowed the privilege of 
decent reading material. 
fiobln Short wrote the atage version of The Bed Shoes in 1954. 
Short changed the plot of the tale by dealing with deceit and 
trickery, whereas, Andersen had dealt with selfishness.    Only a few 
similarities remain between Short's play and Anderaen'a tale.    Red 
shoes are still involved and the setting of both is in Denmark. 
The architecture of Denmark changed very little until the 
twentieth century.    Karly Danish homes were quaint straw-thatched, 
high roofed buildings, with dark-oak timber criss-crossing the white- 
washed plaster walls.    The windows were small paned and filled with 
homey plants.    The houses were furnished with marvelously carved oak 
a 
furniture.w 
The line of the house was very staple, yet very practical. 
Much less asbitloua In dimension and equipment, yet possessed 
of suoh Interest,   is a house built of timber, the central and 
older part of which la lower than the two end aectlons, the 
roof being only some four or five feet removed from the ground, 
and the lowness of the doors making it imperative for the vis- 
itor to stoop very considerably.    There was a very good reason 
for tola, namely, to necessitate a possible enemy when entering 
the house to bend so low (the door being only about four feet 
high) that he for a aomsnt was unable to defend himself.10 
o 
Knoyolopodla Britannioa, 15th ed., s.v. "Denmark." 
9Broohner, Danish Life in Town and Country, p. 244. 
10Ibld., pp.  252-253. 
The physical geography of Denmark aunt also be taken Into 
account alnoa the local* of the play la an exterior setting. 
Denmark'a theme in the great symphony of creation ia not loud 
and penetrating,  but it haa an inner beauty.    Whenever one 
thinks of Denmark,  one imagines the sound of the sea and the 
call of the lark, and visualizes the treetope of the beech - 
woods, the heather in bloom, and the rich golden oornfialda 
which reach right up to the silvery arms of the estuaries. 
The hamlets,  with their red-brick houses and whitewashed 
half-timbering, foster a secure and simple life where tran- 
qullity reigns,  even though the land is exposed to the whole 
wids world." 
Theae are the traits I am trying to capture in this design. 
Stylistic Approach 
If The Rod Shoes wore to be performed on the Taylor Building 
sain stags alone,   there would be no question in my slnd that the 
basic design approach would be realistic.    However, the production 
is going to be on tour for three months during which time many 
theatres, gyms and other locales will be encountered.    Because of 
these variables,  the production needs to be flexible and greatly 
simplified. 
Simplified staging, it should be noted, does not necessarily 
prove detrimental.    The student of stage production, who may find 
himself operating in small plants and on cramped stages, should 
know how to make the most of his limited means, compensate for 
them, or turn them into advantages.    He cannot be supplied with a 
P. 5. 
11Biehard Wolfram, Denmark (New Yorki Hill and Hang, 1962), 
llat of all the rwouiOM available to him.    Ho will have to exert 
12 whatever Ingenuity ho possesses. 
The foot that so such traveling and so many different theatres 
will  bo involved, makes  It  imperative that the  scenery  bo durable. 
There auot bo a minimum of time  spent on repairs.     Thus  the  prim* 
prerequisites for touring are simplicity, ruggedneee, and flexibility.13 
The stylistic approach will bo broken down Into four areas of 
consideration! soenery,   properties,  sound, and lights. 
Scenery 
Because of the  inadequacy of the  stages on which The Hod Shoes 
■ay bo performed,  the sets for this touring company auot bo built so 
they may bo set up anywhere and can bo altered to suit almost any 
prevailing condition.    The flattago will have a maximum height of ton 
foot.    All units will bo hinged to allow flexibility In the stage 
setting.     In addition, whan preparing a play for transportation by 
truck,  the  scenery must also  bo designed and built for the limitations 
ill 
of the truck aa wall aa the stages. 
There are two acts In The Rod Shooo, each act using a different 
setting.    The first act takoo place In the square of a small Danish 
village.     Two buildings are  important to the action of the  playi  the 
12 John Gaeener, Producing the Play (San Franciscoi Holt, 
Rlnohart, and Minoton,  Ino., 1953}. P. 528. 
-^Harold Burrls-Meyer and Bdward C.  Colo, Soonory for the Theatre 
(Bostom Little, Brown and Company,  1971), p.  395. 
l4Ibld., p. 396. 
^* 
cobbler'• shop and the hone of the  'nice old lady.'    Both houses 
■ust have practical doors. 
Act two takes place In the woods, not far fron the village. 
At this location are two of a gypsy land's abodes.    One Is a tent 
and the other Is a wagon. 
Fortunately, the adjustment of exterior settings to saaller 
or larger quarters than originally staged Is such slapler than that 
for Interior settings.    Nature provides trees, rocks and the like in 
an Infinite variety of shapes and sises fron which to choosei whereas, 
a chair, table or door are soaled to dimension which are not easily 
altered.15 
The scenery for The Red Shoes sust be portable.    The set-up 
tlae Is usually limited and there will be only seven people Involved 
at aost theatres.    As previously aentloned, the scenery Bust be ten 
feet or leas in height.    With these prerequisites in Bind, it has to 
be kept to s minimum. 
A groundrow will be used to represent a village.    Three or 
four cottages will be painted on it with a soenic vista forming the 
background for these cottages.    The other elements of scenery will 
be the two houses, the cobbler's shop and the cottage.    Both buildings 
should be Immediately recognisable.    The exteriors will be painted 
to represent rough plaster.    Back covering the house flats will 
achieve an exposed timber effect, so common to old Danish houses. 
The roofs will be thatched or tiled. 
15 Gassnor, Produoing the Hay, p. 8*0. 
8 
Act two, for speed and simplicity of KMM changes, will 
utilize the scute 1*8lc scenic elements as act one.    Act two calls for 
two buildings, a tent and a gypsy wagon,    since the locals of this 
aot Is the countryaide,  eleaento of the groundrow used in act ons can 
also be used for this aot.    There ars numerous scenic techniques 
which could be very helpful to this design.    The groundrow will 
utilise the book systen.     Both the scenic vista and village cottages 
will be painted on book scenery, then for the scene change, the book 
can be folded over, thus revealing the other scene.    Ibis technique 
of design will allow the converting of the two houses froa act one 
to aot two to be aooeapliahed as easily aa the groundrow is changed. 
Both hard and soft covered panels will work very well here.    Soft 
panels will make a very believable tent, which will cover the 
cobbler's shop coapletely.    The change froa cottage to gypsy wagon 
can be achieved by panels which are either added to or taken away froa 
the cottage.    Various two dimensional scenery which will represent 
bushes, a stone wall, and rock piles will be placed on the stage to 
complete the scenic picture.    These elements can be moved between acts 
one and two to help suggest the change of locale.    All of the scenery 
will be constructed to break down into one or two piece units to aid 
in the transportation of the show.    All the flats will be soft covered 
for weight,  but this will necessitate good care in the moving of the 
soenery. 
A small stone well will be down center. The well will be low 
in order not to obstruct the audienoe's vision. It will be executed 
in euoh a manner aa to resemble stonework.    The Director requested 
this scenic element as a stage property.    Another stage property 
which must be considered Is a snail push cart which will be used 
by the gypsy and the down.    The cart will be designed along the 
lines of a dog cart.    This will symbolise the relationship be- 
tween the gypsy and the clown. 
The Director has lnfoxaed as there will be no intermission. 
In the production. 
The matter of waits between scenes Is one which every child- 
ren's theatre would do well to consider when designing Its 
plays, for quick changes make audiences happier,  probably, 
than elaborate scenes.16 
For the performances in Taylor Building's main theatre, the 
cycloraaa will be used.    It will represent the sky and will be 
colored by light.    The contour curtain will be used to form a 
basic proscenium for the scenery.    Two painted flats will re- 
place the proscenium when the production is on tour.    There will 
be an act curtain before the production begins and during the act 
break.    The curtain will have the name of the production and a 
picture of the interior of a cobbler's shop painted on it.    It 
will only be used in Taylor Building's theatre and will not be 
taken on the tour since it requires flying equipment not always 
available in the tour's theatres. 
The painting of the scenery for The Bed 3hoea is vital to 
the success of this design.    The colors must be such that there is 
no questions in the children's mind as to what the eoenery is sup- 
1 Winifred Ward, Theatre for Children (New Yorki D. Appleton- 
Gentury Company,  Inc., 1939), P.  264. 
10 
posed to represent.    "Color Is used in children's theatre design 
to achlere throe kinds of responsesi to seise and focus attention, 
to satisfy the need for beauty, and to convey the proper mood and 
17 emotions."        I have chosen the paintings of Carl Larssen as a 
model for ay soene painting.    He is very aware of details In his 
painting and uses a wide variety of earthtones In his works,    The 
colors would appeal very auch to a young audience, because of 
their brilliance.    I will atteapt to capture his scrutiny for de- 
tails in ay renditions. 
The influences upon Larssen range from Japanese prints to Van 
Gogh.     But the result is always an original Larssen.    His com- 
position is rarely flawed and in many of his pictures it is as 
great as in the church interior, for example, where one is led 
all over the picture before arriving at the true focal polnt- 
the priest at the alter.18 
A number of larssen's paintings could easily be said to be scenes 
from The Bed Shoes because the variety of his paintings is such that 
ha has covered, almost completely, the life and scenery which is 
Scandanavla. 
Carl's series of books began by chance when during a long wet 
summer, which stopped him painting outdoors, he drew his son 
Pontus sitting in the family punishment corner after committing 
some minor misdemeanor at table.    Karin (his wife) persuaded 
him to carry the theme on and this he did, covering every as- 
pect of family life in and around the house.    The results we 
can see for ourselvesi a series of "lived-in" working draw- 
ings illustrating an era.19 
His atyle will be of Immeasurable assistance in the painting for 
17Jed H.  Oavia and Mary Jane Larson Watkins, Children's 
Theatrei Play Production for the Child Audience, p. 189. 
18David Larkin. ad.. The Painting of Carl Larssen (New Yorki 
A Peacock Press/Bantam Book, 1976). 
l9Ibid. 
11 
this soenery. 
Propertlee 
The properties required for The Bod Shoos will all be built 
or purchased.     Because this production will 1M touring for three 
■onths,   it is  lnmpossible to borrow the needed pro pert lea.     Almost 
all of thsa will represent everyday lteas of the Danish peasantry. 
The fireplace to be used in act two must have a shallow-cen- 
tered cavity necessary for the disappearance of Karin's shoes.     It 
will be constructed of ethefoas to simulate logs and in the center 
there will be a hollow area with a light giving the effect of fire. 
There must also be a smoke pot effect used in it, which means that 
in the cavity will be talcum powder in a pan with a rubber hose 
running off stage.    At the appropriate moment, a technician will 
blow into the rubber hose, causing a puff of the talcum powder and 
giving the effect of a puff of smoke. 
Sound 
The music used in the play consists of the opening theme, 
a few bars to cover scene changes, the mute's music, Karin's dance 
theme, music to heighten the chase scene, and the curtain inter- 
lude.    The pieces to be used include selections froai  Peer Gynt, 
The Swedish Rhapsody, Wedding Day at Troldhangen. and Ingrld's 
Lament.    Theme pieces have been selected for their Scandinavian 
flavor and lively rhythm. 
12 
Lighting 
The aood of this play basically follows the cycle of a day. 
It start* out In a light vsin, then Into sadness end suspense, then 
baok Into joy again.    The lighting reflects the course of the action, 
thus day Into night and then back Into daylight. 
The lighting for The Red Shoes demands both color and area 
control.    Act one takes place daring the daylight hours, while act 
two is set during the nighttlae.    Both acts have periods of dialogue 
with very little action taking place. 
There aust be two different designs done for this productioni 
one for Taylor Building Theatre and the other for the tour.    The 
lighting design for Taylor will use the MoCandless method.    Also back 
lighting will be used for revelation of fora.    The front of the house 
lights will be double hung to solve the problem of the two different 
tlaes of day. 
The lighting design for the tour will also utilize the 
MoCandless systea but it will be considerably modified.    There will 
not be enough set-up time in each theatre to easily hang a sufficient 
nuaber of instruments for the show, even if mounting positions were 
always available.    The instruments will be prehung on three pipes 
which can be quickly set up in the house for each performance.    The 
pipes will be placed right, center, and left to allow for cross 
lighting. 
Summary > 
All the visual elements of any production must work together 
-* 
13 
to create a total impression of period,  place, mood, and tise.    In 
the production of The Rod Shoe*,  I Intend to accomplish all of those 
goals and in turn bolp to create an exciting theatre experience for 
children.    Frequent oouunloation with the Director Kill help to assure 
that the artistic decisions regarding the visual designs will be the 
soet advantageous for the production. 
14 
CHAPTER II 
THE TECHNICAL PRODUCTION 
15 
THB SETTING 
16 
FLOOR PLAN 
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DESIGNER'S RENDERINGS 
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WORKING DRAWINGS 
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PHOHSRTIES LIST 
ACT Ii 
28 
TABLE 1 
PROPERTIES LIST 
On Stage Pre-seti 
wooden bench 
Off Stage Righti 
Nheelbarrow containing i 
The Red Shoes, wrapped In burlap 
hurdy-gurdy 
assorted bundles 
wooden bucket for (Karln) 
woaan's shoe with heel detached for (Karln) 
handkerchief for (Burgoaaster) 
coin for (Burgoaaster) 
portmanteau for (Qcandaother), containingi 
apron 
coin for (Karln) 
bundle of clothing for (Karln) 
handbag for (Grandmother) 
Off Stage Left i 
two buttonhooks, one for (Snogg), one for (J 
handful of coins for (Snogg) 
covered basket for (Nels), containingi 
patchwork shoes 
ribbon for (Nels) 
woman's shoe with heel for (Nels) 
») 
ACT  Hi 
On Stage Pre-seti 
caapflre 
wheelbarrow containingi 
bundles 
toasting fork 
29 
TABUS 1 - Continued 
Off Stage Righti 
handful of oelna for (Snogg) 
hotdogs wrapped In paper for (Snogg) 
Off Stage Lefti 
tin cup for (Jemo) 
walking stick for (Jeno) 
buttonhook for (Jeno) 
30 
SPECIAL EFFECTS 
31 
TABLE 2 
SPECIAL EFFECTS 
ACT III 
Cue i 
Kareni No one »ust ever be aade to wear then again! 
Effecti 
Flash pot 
32 
THB LICHTING 
33 
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INSTBUMBOT SCHEDULE 
TABLB 3 
UBTRUKIM: SCHEDULE 
MM DBTBUMBNIATION WATTS DOTOR 
GANGED 
cuRcurr       WITH FOCUS COLOB BJMABKS 
POT # 1 
1 6"x 12"  Uko 750 2 40 B 849 
2 8" Pxwnsl 1000 33 42 B 854 
3 6"x 12"  Leko 750 4 44 I 849 
4 6"x 12" Uko 750 11 46 G 849 
5 6-x 12- Uko 750 2 48 C 849 
6 6-x 12" Uko 750 7 30 J 813 
7 6"x 12" Uko 750 6 32 K 813 
8 6"x 12" Uko 750 5 34 0 813 
9 8-  Fresnel 750 l 36 A 813 
10 6"x 12" Uko 750 6 38 I 813 
11 6"x 12" Uko 750 11 26 G 813 
12 6"x 12" Uko 750 24 28 F 813 
13 6"x 6" Uko 750 10 24 1 
813 
14 8" Freanel 1000 33 25 C 854 
15 6"x 12" Uko 750 5 27 
B 813 
16 8" Fresnel 750 l 29 A 813 
17 6"x 12" Uko 750 5 31 
C 813 
18 6"x 12" Uko 750 12 33 L 813 
19 6"x 12" Uko 750 7 35 I 813 
ON 
TABLE 3 - Continued 
NUMBER INSTRUMENTATION WATTS DIMMER 
GANGED 
GURGUIT           WITH           P0CUS COLOR REMARKS 
TOH# i 
20 6"x 12" Uko 750 2 37 D 849 
21 8"   FTMMl 1000 33 39 E 854 
22 6"x 12- Uko 750 4 41 J 849 
23 6"x 12" Uko 750 3 43 K 849 
2* 6"x 12" Uko 750 3 45 E 849 
Brldg. 
1 6"x 6" Uko 750 15 94 B 849 
2 6"x 12" Uko 750 13 92 M 849 
3 6"x 6" Uko 750 15 90 C 849 
4 6"x 6" Uko 750 4 82 1 849 
5 6"x 6" Uko 750 18 84 B 813 
6 6"x 6" Uko 750 18 98 D 813 
7 6"x 6" Uko 750 6 88 0 813 
8 8" Fr»«iiol 1000 34 100 I 854 
9 6"x 12" Uko 750 14 96 P 813 
10 6"x 12" Uko 750 13 95 M 813 
11 8" Frosnol 1000 34 91 K 854 
12 6"x 6" Uko 750 7 99 M 813 
13 6"x 6" Uko 750 18 97 C 813 
14 6"x 6" Uko 750 19 89 E 813 
15 6"x 6" Uko 750 15 83 D 849 
TABLB  3  -  Continued 
NUMBER INSTRUMENTATION WAITS DIMMER cuRGurr 
GANGED 
WITH FOCUS COLOR REMARKS 
Bridge 
16 6"x 6" Uko 750 3 85 0 849 
17 6"x 6" Uko 750 16 87 S 849 
18 6"x 12" Uko 750 14 93 p 849 
19 6"x 9" Uko 750 23 106 I 854 Go bo 
20 6"x 9" Uko 750 23 108 J 854 Go bo 
21 6"x 9" Uko 750 23 116 E 854 Go bo 
2nd El. 
1 6-x 6" Lako 750 8 74 Q 813 
2 6-x 6" Uko 750 17 68 I 849 
6"x 6" Uko 750 20 78 J 813 
8" Fr«»n«l 1000 y* 80 M 854 
6"x 6" Lako 750 19 66 K 813 
6"x 6- Uko 750 20 77 I 813 
6"x 6" Lako 750 17 67 J 849 
6"x 6" Uko 750 16 65 K 849 
6"x 6" Uko 750 8 71 Q 849 
3rd KL. 
6"x 6" Uko 750 13 104 M 813 
6-x 6" Uko 750 17 102 N 849 
6"x 6- Uko 750 19 110 0 813 
6-x 6" Uko 750 20 120 N 813 
6-x 6- Uko 750 16 118 0 849 
$ 
TABLE 3 - Continued 
NUMBER INSTRUMENTATION WATTS DIMMER CURCUIT 
GANGED 
WITH FOCUS COLOR REMARKS 
3rd H. 
6 6-x 6" Loko 750 14 114 P 813 
4th El. 
1 14" Scoop 500 31 111 4th El.   #2 Cyc 854 
2 14" Scoop 500 31 111 4th n. A Cyo 854 
3 14" Scoop 500 31 107 Cyc 854 
4 14" Scoop 500 31 109 Cyc 854 
5 6'x 6" Strip 450 25 105 4th El. #6 
7,8 Color 
821 
Cyo 821 
5 6'x 6" Strip 450 26 103 4th El. #6 
7, 8 Color 
863 
Cyc 863 
5 6'x 6" Strip 450 27 101 4th El. #6 
7, 8 Color 
874 
Cyc 874 
6 6'x 6" Strip 450 25 105 4th El. #5 
7, 8 Color 
821 
Cyc 821 
6 6'x 6" Strip 450 26 103 4th H. #5 
7, 8 Color 
863 
Cyc 863 
6 6'x 6" Strip 450 27 101 4th El. #5 
7, 8 Color 
874 
Cyc 874 
7 6'x 6" Strip 450 25 105 4th El. #5 Cyc 821 
s 
TABLE 3   -   Continued 
NUMBER INSTRUMENTATION WATTS DIMMER CURGUIT 
GANGED 
WITH 
6, 8 Color 
821 
FOCUS COLOR 
7 6'x 6" Strip 450 26 103 4th EL. #5 
6, 8 Color 
863 
Cyc 863 
7 6'x 6" Strip 450 27 101 4th EL. #5 6, 8 Color 
874 
Cyo 874 
8 6'x 6- Strip 450 25 105 4th EL. #5 
6, 7 Color 
821 
Cyc 8a 
8 6'x 6- Strip 450 26 103 4th EL. #5 
6, 7 Color 
863 
Cyc 863 
8 6'x 6" Strip 450 27 101 4th EL. #5 
6, 7 Color 
874 
Cyc 874 
US Floor 
1 6'x 6- Strip 450 28 153 
US Floor 
#2. 3. 4 
Color 821 
Cyo 821 
1 6'x 6" Strip 450 29 159 
US Floor 
#2. 3. 4 
Color 863 
Cyc 863 
1 6'x 6" Strip 450 30 155 
US Floor 
#2, 3. 4 
Color 874 
Cyc 874 
REMARKS 
s 
^ 
TABLS 3  -  Continued 
NUMBER INSTRUMENTATION WATTS DIMMER cuRcurr 
GANGED 
WITH FOCUS COLOR REMARKS 
US Floor 
2 6'x 6- Strip 450 28 153 US Floor 
#1. 3. 4 
Color 821 
Cyo 821 
2 6*x 6" Strip 450 29 159 US Floor 
#1, 3, 4 
Color 863 
Cyc 863 
2 6'x 6" Strip 450 30 155 US Floor 
#1, 3, 4 
Color 874 
Cyc 874 
3 8'x 8" Strip 450 28 153 US Floor 
#1, 2, 4 
Color 821 
Cyo 821 
3 8'x 8" Strip 450 29 159 US Floor 
#1. 2, 4 
Color 863 
Cyc 863 
3 8'x 8- Strip 450 30 155 US Floor 
#1, 2, 4 
Color 874 
Cyc 874 
4 8'x 8- Strip 450 28 153 US Floor 
#1, 2, 3 
Color 821 
Cyc 821 
4 8'x 8M Strip 450 29 159 US Floor n, 2, 3 
Color 863 
Cyc 863 
4 8'x 8" Strip 450 30 155 US Floor 
#1, 2, 3 
Color 874 
Cyo 874 
TABLE 3 - Continued 
■mo SGTRQNBNIAIION WAITS DIMMER cuRcurr 
GAUGED 
WITH FOCUS COLOR RBMARK3 
SBtno 6-x 6- LAo 750 24 130 B 8*9 
SL Tt— 6"X 6"  Lako 750 12 129 F 813 
SB FLOOR Bdiaon l**p bulb 50 9 128 819 Fix* Spooial 
Gyo ■diaon lamp bulb <I0 9 157 Noon Spooial 
Lifting 
Booth Follow Spot 1000 32 13 
g 
*3 
SWITCHBOARD SKT-UP CHART 
Djjggg 
I 
2 
CUBCUITS        LOCATION 
36 
29 
40 
48 
37 
*3 
45 
85 
44 
41 
82 
34 
27 
31 
32 
38 
99 
30 
35 
99 
7* 
71 
FOH #1 
FOH #i 
FOH#I 
FOH # 1 
FOB # 1 
FOH # 1 
FOH # 1 
Bride* 
FOH # 1 
FOH # 1 
Bride* 
FOH # 1 
FOH # 1 
FOH # 1 
FOH # 1 
FOH # 1 
Bridge 
FOH # 1 
FOH #1 
Bridge 
2nd KL. 
2nd EL. 
T ABLE If 
SWITCHBOARD 3KT-UP CHART 
DOT. # IH3THUOOTATI0N WATTS 
9 
16 
1 
5 
20 
23 
24 
16 
3 
22 
4 
8 
15 
17 
7 
10 
7 
6 
19 
12 
1 
9 
8" Fr**n*l 
8" Fr**n*l 
6-x 12" L*ko 
6"x 12" L*ko 
6"x 12"  Leko 
6"x 12" Leko 
Leko 
Leko 
6-x 
6"x 
12" 
6" 
6"x 12" L*ko 
6"x 12" L*ko 
6"x 6" Leko 
6"x 12" L*ko 
6"x 12" L*ko 
6"x 12" L*ko 
6"x 12" Leko 
6"x 12" L*ko 
6"x 6" L*ko 
6"x 12" L*ko 
6"x 12" L*ko 
6"x 6" Leko 
6-x 6" 
6"x 6" 
L*ko 
Leko 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
FOCUS       COLOB 
A 
A 
B 
C 
D 
K 
B 
0 
J 
I 
N 
D 
B 
G 
K 
B 
0 
J 
I 
N 
1 
4 
813 
813 
849 
849 
849 
849 
849 
849 
849 
849 
849 
813 
813 
813 
813 
813 
813 
813 
813 
813 
813 
813 
HBMAHKS 
TABLE 4  -  Continued 
DIMMER CIRCUITS 
157 
128 
LOCATION 
Cyo 
SB Floor 
INST.  # 
1 
1 
INSTBlMtNIATION 
Edison leap bulb 
Bdiaon lamp bulb 
WATTS 
40 
50 
FOCUS COLOR        RBURK3 
9 Noon Special 
819 Fire Special 
10 24 FOH # 1 13 6"x 6" Uko 750 4 813 
11 46 
26 
FOH # 1 
FOH # 1 
4 
11 
6"x 12" Leko 
6"x 12" Leko 
750 
750 
G 
G 
849 
813 
12 129 
33 
SL Tree 
FOH # 1 
1 
18 
6"x 6" Leko 
6"x 12" Leko 
750 
750 
F 
F 
813 
813 
13 92 
95 
104 
Bridge 
Bridge 
2nd EL. 
2 
10 
1 
6"x 12" Leko 
6"x 12" Leko 
6"x 6" Leko 
750 
750 
750 
N 
M 
M 
849 
813 
813 
14 96 
93 
114 
Bridge 
Bridge 
3rd EL. 
9 
18 
6 
6"x 12" Leko 
6"x 12" Leko 
6"x 6" Leko 
750 
750 
750 
P 
P 
P 
813 
849 
813 
15 94 
90 
83 
Bridge 
Bridge 
Bridge 
1 
3 
15 
6"x 6" Leko 
6"x 6" Leko 
6"x 6" Leko 
750 
750 
750 
B 
C 
D 
849 
849 
849 
16 87 
65 
118 
Bridge 
2nd EL. 
3rd EL. 
17 
8 
5 
6"x 6" Leko 
6"x 6" Leko 
6-x 6" Leko 
750 
750 
750 
I 
K 
0 
849 
849 
849 
17 68 
67 
102 
2nd EL. 
2nd EL. 
3rd EL. 
2 
7 
2 
6"x 6" Leko 
6"x 6" Leko 
6"x 6" Leko 
750 
750 
750 
I 
J 
N 
849 
849 
849 « 
TABLE 4 - Continued 
18 
19 
20 
23 
2k 
25 
26 
cuacxirrs 
98 
84 
97 
89 
99 
110 
78 
77 
120 
106 
108 
116 
28 
130 
105 
105 
105 
105 
103 
103 
103 
103 
LOCATION DST.  #        INSTBUHENTATION        WATTS 
Bridge 
Bridge 
Bridge 
Brldg. 
2nd KL. 
3rd SI. 
2nd EL. 
2nd EL. 
3rd EL. 
Brldg* 
Bridge 
Bridge 
FOH# 1 
SR Tree 
4th EL. 
4th EL. 
4th EL. 
4th EL. 
4th EL. 
4th EL. 
4th EL. 
4th EL. 
5 
6 
13 
14 
5 
3 
3 
6 
4 
19 
20 
21 
12 
1 
5 
6 
7 
8 
5 
6 
7 
8 
6"x 6" Leko 
6"x 6" Leko 
6"x 6- Leko 
6"x 6" Leko 
6"x 6" Leko 
6"x 6" Leko 
6"x 6" Leko 
6"x 6" Leko 
6"x 6" Leko 
6"x 9" L«ko 
6"x 9" Leko 
6"x 9" Leko 
6"x 12" Leko 
6"x 6" Leko 
6«x 6" Strip 
6'x 6" Strip 
6'x 6" Strip 
6'x 6- Strip 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
450 
450 
450 
450 
FOOTS 
B 
D 
C 
B 
I 
0 
J 
I 
N 
I 
J 
K 
r 
B 
Cyc 
Cyo 
Cyc 
Cyc 
6'x 6- Strip 
6" Strip 
6- Strip 
6" Strip 
6'x 
6'x 
6'x 
450 Cyc 
450 Cyc 
450 Cyc 
450 Cyc 
COLOB 
813 
813 
813 
813 
813 
813 
813 
813 
813 
854 
854 
854 
813 
849 
321 
821 
821 
821 
863 
863 
863 
863 
BSMABKS 
Go bo 
Go bo 
Goto 
TABLE 4 -  Continued 
DIMMER 
27 
28 
29 
32 
33 
CURCUITS 
101 
101 
101 
101 
153 
153 
153 
153 
159 
159 
159 
159 
155 
155 
155 
155 
ill 
ill 
107 
109 
13 
42 
25 
39 
LOCATION   INST. #   INSTRUMENTATION   WATTS 
4th EL. 
4th El. 
4th El. 
4th EL. 
US Floor 
US Floor 
US Floor 
US Floor 
US Floor 
US Floor 
US Floor 
US Floor 
US Floor 
US Floor 
US Floor 
US Floor 
4th EL. 
4th EL. 
4th EL. 
4th EL. 
Light 
Booth 
FOH # 1 
FOH # 1 
FOH # 1 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
14 
21 
6'x 6- 
6'x 6- 
6'x 6- 
6'x 6- 
6'x 6" 
Strip 
Strip 
Strip 
Strip 
Strip 
Strip 
8'x 8" Strip 
8'x 8" Strip 
8'x 
8'x 
6" Strip 
6" Strip 
8" Strip 
8" Strip 
6'x 6" Strip 
6'x 6" Strip 
8'x 8- Strip 
8'x 8" Strip 
14" Scoop 
14" Scoop 
14" Scoop 
14" Scoop 
Follow Spot 
8" Froanel 
8" Freanel 
8" Freanel 
450 
450 
450 
450 
450 
450 
450 
450 
450 
450 
450 
450 
450 
450 
450 
450 
500 
500 
500 
500 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
FOCUS 
Cyc 
Cyc 
Cyc 
Cyc 
Cyc 
Cyo 
Cyc 
Cyc 
Cyo 
Cyc 
Cyc 
Cyc 
Cyc 
Cyc 
Cyc 
Cyc 
Cyc 
Cyc 
Cyo 
Cyc 
B 
C 
COLOR 
874 
874 
874 
874 
821 
821 
821 
821 
863 
863 
863 
863 
874 
874 
874 
874 
854 
854 
854 
854 
854 
854 
854 
BBUBK8 
•r 
w 
CO GO CO 
M M X 
1 
1 
I 
« 
H H H 
111 
III 
XII 
00 00 00 
(Or|4 
SSI 
8S8 
49 
LIGHT PLOT 
50 
TABLE 5 
LIGHT PLOT 
CUB NUMBER    PRESET 
PRESET i     X  Y  
NOTESi 
HOUSE LIGHTSi    FULL      HALT      OUT 
INDEPENDENTi     ADD SUBTRACT COUNT 
1.     CURTAIN WARMERS 21. 
2. BCD Cool 
3. KBO Cool 
k.    UN Cool 
5.     BCD Kara 
22. 
23. Goto Special 
24. DL Door 
25. Rod Gyo Top 
6. KBO Vara 
7. LIN War* 
8. Grouodrow 
9. Moon & flreplaoo 
10. Q War* 
11. SR Door (G) 
12. DSL Door (P) 
13. UR (M) 
Ik. UL (P) 
15. BOD (Baok) Cool 
16. EKO (Baok) Cool 
.17. IJN (Baok) Cool 
18. BCD (Baok) Mara 
19. SCO (Baok) Harp 
2ft. UM (Milt) Kara 
26,    GroonCyc Top 
J27. JKLue GyoTop  
28. Rod Gyo Bottoa 
29. Groon Cyc Bottoa 
30. Bluo Cyc Bottoa 
31. Scoopa 
32. Spot Light 
33. Night Waah_  
34.    Night Waah 
51 
TABLE 5 - Continued 
CUB NUMBER, 
PRESETi     X 
I     HOUSB LIGHTSi FULL  HAL?  OUT 
y •»    INDEPENDENTi     ADD **    SUBTRACT  COUNT    5 
NOTESi     CUBi  Music  BmgLnm 
3.  go c»©i 
4.     UN Cool 
5.    BCD Waxa 
2k.    SL Door 
25.    Hod Cyc Top 
6. OP W*r> 
7. LIN Warm 
26. Groon Cyc Top 8 
27. Blue Cyc Top 10 
8.    Groundrow 28.    Hod Cyc Bottom 
9.    Noon 4 Firoplnoo 29.    Groon Cyc Bottom 
10.    Q Warm 30.    Bluo Cyc Botton 
11. 8H Pooaf (C) 
12. DSL Door (f) 
13. UR (M) * 
!   14. UL (P) * 
15. BCD (Bock) Cool *_ 
i    16. BKO (Bmok) Cool 
17. LIN (Bmok) Cool 
j. 18. BCD (Bmek) Warm * 
.   19. MQ £Bnok). Warm   . 1 
— 20, _LJN (Back) Warn * 
31. _3co°P*_ 
32. Spot Light 
33. Night Waah 
6 
8 
8 
10 
34.    Night Waoh 
TABLE 5 - Continued 
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CUB NUMBER      2 HOUSE LIGHTSi 
INDEPENDENTi     ADD. 
FULL      HALT      OUT 
—    SUBTRACT        COUNTS PRfiSSTi     X **    Y  
NOTES i     CUli  Aftor 10 Boats 
  
1.    Curtain Waraara 21. 
2.    BCD Cool 10 22. 
3.    KXO Cool 10 23. Goto Spoolal 
4.    UN Cool 
_ 
10 24. SL Door 4 
5.    BCD Wan 7 25. Bod Cyc Top 3 
6.     HBO War. 7 26. Groon Cyc Top 8 
7. LIN Wars 
8. Groundrow 
5 
4 
27. Bluo  Cyc Top 10 
28. Bod Cyc Bottom 6 
9.    Moon & Flroplaoo 29. Groon Cyc Bottom 8 
-i 
10.    q Van 8 30. Bluo Cyc Bottoa 
Sooopo 
8 
; 11.    SR Door (G) 6 31. 10 
12.    DSL Door (r) 6 I2' Spot Light 
13.    OH (M) 6 
6 
33. Night Waah 2 
14.    UL (P) 34. Night Waah 2 
15.    BCD (Back) Cool 8 
16.    KBO (Back) Cool 8 
17. UN  (Back)  Cool 
18. BCD (Back) Nan 
8 
6 
19.    KBO (Back) Wan 6 _-.   .                          ■- 1 
20.     UN  (Back)  Nan 6 _ .      .    ■ 
■ 
53 
TABLE 5 - Continued 
CUE NUMBER        3 HOUSE LIGHTSi    PULL HALF   OUT 
COUNT 10 PRESBTi    X  I —    INDEPENDENT i    ADD   gj SUBTRACT 
NOTES.    Jmo "Little Rod ShoM Dane*!" 
1. Curtain  Waxnara 
2. BCD Cool 
a. 
6 22. 
3.   KJJO Cool 6 23.    Cote Special 10 
4. UN Cool 
5. BCD Van 
6 24.    SL Door 3 
,1 
5 25.    Bod Gyc Top 3 
6. KBO Van 
7. UN Kara 
5 
5 
26. Qroon Cyo Top 
27. Blue Cyc Top 
8 
10 
—-1 
6.    Groundrow 2 28.   Bod Cyo Bottom 6 
9.     Moon A Fireplace 29.    Qroon Cyo Bottom 8 
-    "   ■; 
10.     Q Warm 6 30. Blue Cyo Botton 
31. Scoops 
8 
10 
 1 
11. SB Door (G) 
12. DSL Door (F) 
6 
4 
 i 
32.    Spot Light 10 
' 
13.    UR (M) 4 33.    Might Wash 2 
14. UL (P) 
15. BCD (Back) Cool 
4 34.    Night Hash 2 
*~""~~! 
6 
6 
j 
16.    KBO (Baok) Cool 
17.    UN (Baok) Cool 6  -,   
18.    BCD (Baok) Kara 4 
19.    KBO (Baok) Han 
[20.    UN (Baok) Hani 4 
TABLE 5 - Continued 
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CUB NUKBBR_ 
PBSSBTi    X 
HOUSB LIGHTSi 
INDBTSNDSNT i    ADD 
FULL      HALF 
SUBTRACT  « 
OUT 
COUNT 
NOTXSi    Snogfi    "Red Show, Stop Danoln^!" 
1.    Curtain War* era 
i 2.    BCD Cool 
3.    110 Cool 
4. UN Cool 
5. BCD Wars 
6. KBO Want 
7.     UN War. 
8.    Groundrow 
9.    Moon * Fireplace 
10. QM 
11. SB Door (C) 
12. DSL Door (P) 
,13. UB (M) 
14. UL (P) 
15. BCD (Back)  Cool 
16. KJCO  (Back)  Cool 
17. LIN (Baek) Cool 
18. BCD (Back)  Warn 
19. KJCO  (Back)  Wara 
20. LIN  (Back)  U 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
6 
4 
4 
4 
4 
6 
6 
6 
4 
4 
4 
21. 
22. 
23. Gobo  Special 
24. DL Door 
25. Bod Cjrc Top 
26. Greta Cyc Top 
27. Blue Cyc Top 
28. Bod Cyc  Bottom 
29. Green Cyc  Bottom 
30. Blue Cyc Bottom 
31. Sooepe 
32. Spot Light 
33. Night Mean 
34. Night Wash 
10 
3 
3 
8 
10 
6 
8 
8 
10 
2 
2 
55 
TABLE 5 - Continued 
CUK NUMBER        5 HOUSE LIGHTS i      FULL     HALF     OUT 
PRESET i     I *»    Y  INDEPENDENT.  ADD           SUBTRACT «* COUNT 3 
NOTESi    When the Red Shots COB* Off Karen 
1.    Curtain Warner* 
10 
a. 
22. 2.    BCD Cool 
3.    KEO Cool 10 23.    Goto Spooial 
4.    UN Cool 10 24. DL Door                         6 
25. Bod Cyc Top                 3 
26. Croon Cyc Top           10 
27. Blue Cyc Top             10 
5.    BCD Van 7 
6.   KBO Han 7 
7.    UN Wara 6 
8. Groundrow 
9. Moon * Fireplace 
5 28. Rod Cyc Bottoa           6 
29. Groan Cyc Bottoa       8 
30. Blut Cyc Bottoa         8 10.   qwin 10 
11.   SB Door (G) 6 31. Scoops                         10 
32. Spot Light 
33. Night Hash                   2 
12.    DSL Door (F) 5 
8 13.    UR (M) 
14.    UL (P) 7 
8 
8 
34.    Night Mash                   2 
15.    BCD (Baek) Cool 
16. KBO   (Back)  Cool 
17. UN  (Back)  Cool 
18. BCD (Back) Mara 
8  
6 
-—   - 
_£. .1 
6 
19. . KBO (Back) Warn 
20. UN (Back) Mara 
TABLE 5 - Continued 
56 
CUE NUMBER      6                     HOUSE LIGHTSi      FULL     HALF      OUT 
PRESETi    X          Y *»    INDEPENDENT! 
NOTESi    Snoggi  "Let He Think." 
ADD **    SUBTRACT          COUNT   5 
1.    Curtain Warmare 21. 
22. 2.    BCD Cool                              6 
3.    KK> Cool                              6 23.    Goto Special 
4. UN Cool                              6 
5. BCD Har»                              5 
24. SL Door                         3 
25. Rod Cyo Top                3 
6.    KEO Wan                              5 26.    Croon Cyc Top           10 
7.    UN Wan                           5 27.    Blue Cyc Top             10 
8. Groundrow                         2 
9. Noon A Fireplace 
10.    q Wan                              6 
28. Rod Cyc Bottom            6 
29. Green Cyc Bottom        8 
30. Blue Cyc Bottoa          8 
11. Sfi Door (G)                      * 
12. DSL Door (F)                   * 
13. UB (M)                               * 
31. Scoops                         10 
32. Spot Light                 10 
33. Night Wash                   2 
14.    UL (P)                               * 34.    Night Waah                   2 
15. BCD (Back) Cool              6 
16. KEO (Baok) Cool              6 
17. LIN (Baok) Cool              6 
18. BCD (Baok) Wan              4 
19. KEO (Baok) Wan       _    4 
20. UN (Baok) Wan               * 
57 
TABLE 5 - Continual 
CUB NUMBER      7 HOUSE LIGHTSi      FULL      HALF      OUT 
PRESETi    X **   Y  
NOTBSi End of Danoo 
INDEPENDENTi     ADD          SUBTRACT **    COUNT 3 
1.    Curtain Vaxaaz* 21. 
2. BCD Cool 
3. KEO Cool 
10 22. 
10 23.    Cobo Spoolal 
4.    UN Cool 10 24.    SL Door                         6 
5.     BCD War* 7 25.    Rod Cyc Top                 3 
6.    KEO Want 7 26.    Croon Cyo Top          10       
7.    UN Han 6 27.    Blue Cyo Top             10 
8. Qroundrov 
9. Moon * Flroplaeo 
7 28.    Bod Cyo Bottom          6 
29.    Groan Cyo Bottoa       8 
10. Q Han 
11. SB Door (G) 
10 
6 
30.     Blue Cyo Bottoa          8 
31.    Scoops                         10 
12.    DSL Door (r) 7 32.    Spot Light 
13. UH (M) 
14. UL (P) 
8 33.    Night Wash                    2 
7 34.    Night Hash                    2 
15. BCD  (Back)  Cool 
16. KEO  (Back)  Cool 
17. UN (Bade) Cool 
18. BCD (Back) Mara 
8 
8 
8  
6 
________ 
19. KEO (Back) Mara 
20. UN (Baok) Warn 
6 
6 
58 
TABLE 5 - Continual 
CUI NUMBER       8 HOUSI LIGHTSi      FULL HALF     OUT 
LINT 10 
10 
3 
PRESBTi    X  T —    IMBPBNDBNTi    ADD **   SUBTRACT       CO 
NOTSSi Old I*dyi   "Why Karen Child:    What Aro Ton Doing?" 
1.     Curtain Waraara 21. 
2.    BCD Cool 6 22. 
3. KIO Cool 
4. UN Cool 
6 
6 
23. Cobo Spooial 
24. SL Door 
5.    BCD Van 5 25.    Bod Cyc Top 3 
6.    KBO tfara 5 26.    Croon Cyc Top 10 
10 
6 
8 
8 
10 
2 
2 
7.     UN Warm 5 27.    Bluo Cyc Top 
8.    Qroundrow 4 28.    Bod Cyc Bottom 
9.    Noon * Firoplaoe 29.    Croon Cyc Bottom 
110.    Q Warm 
11.    SB Door (C) 
6 30.    Bluo Cyc Bottom 
4 31. Scoop* 
32. Spot Light 
33. Night Waah 
34. Night Waah 
12. DSL Door (F) 
13. ra (M) 
14. UL (P) 
15. BCD (Back) Cool 
16. 00 (Back) Cool 
17. UN  (Back)  Cool 
4 
4 
4 
6 
6 
6 
18.    BCD (Back) Wara 6 
   
19.    KBO (Back) Wara 6 
, _! 20.     UN  (Back)  Wars 6 i ..  
59 
TABLE 5 - Continued 
CUB NUMBER      9 HOUSE LIGHTSi 
INDEPENDENTi    ADD 
PULL HALF      OUT 
*♦_ SUBTRACT  CC PRESET.     X           Y )UNT    3 
NOTESi   Karon Bntera 
1,    Curtain Waraera 21. 
2.    BCD Cool 6             22. 
3.    KBO Cool 6             23. Go bo Special 10 
4.    UN Cool 6             24. SL Door 3 
5.    BCD HUB 5            25. Red Cyo Top 3 
6.    KBO Mara 5            26. Grean Cyo Top 10 
7.    LIN Harm 5 27. 
28. 
Blue Cyo Top 
Rod Cyo  Bottom 
10 
8.    Groundrow 4 6 
9.    Moon * Fireplace 29. Croon Cyo Botton 8 
10.    QWara 6            30. Blue Cyo Bottoa 
8 — 
11.    SB Door (G) 4            31. Scoope 
10 
12.    DSL Door (F) 4            32. Spot Light 
10 
- ! 
13.   UR 00 
; 14.    OL (P) -±j 33. 34. Night Mash Night Maeh 2 ; 
115.    BCD (Back) Cool 6 
■ - 
1 
16.    KBO (Back) Cool 6 -   ■■ 
17.    UN (Baok) Cool 6 — 
18.    BCD (Baok) Wara 6 ■ 
19.    KBO (Back) Warn 6 
20.    UN (Back) Want 6 — - 
TABLE 5 - Continued 
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CUE NUMBER       10 HOUSE LIGHTS i      FULL      HALF      OUT 
INDEPENDENTi    ADD         SUBTRACT **   COUNT 3 PRESETi    X  Y  
NOTES t    Karen Exlta 
1.    Curtain Haniri 21. 
2.    BCD Cool 6 22. 
3.    KEO Cool 6 23. Goto Special 10 
4.     UN Cool 6 24. SL Door 3 
5.    BCD Vara 5 25. Red Cyc Top 3 
6.    KEO Vara 5 26. Green Cyc Top 10 
7.    UN Vara 5 27. Blue  Cyc Top 10 
8.    Groundrow 4 28. Red Cyc  Bottom 6 
9.    Neon a Fireplaeo 29. Green Cyc  Bottoa 8 
10.    Q Vara 6 30. Blue Cyc Bottoa 8 
11.    SB Door (G) 4 31. Seoopa 10 
12.    DSL Door (F) k 32. Spot Li«bt 
13.    UB (M) 4 33. Night Vaah 2 
1*.    UL (P) 4 3*. Night Vaah 2 
15.    BCD (Baok) Cool 6 
16,    KEO (Baok) Cool 6 
17.    UN (Baok) Cool 6 
18.    BCD (Baok) Mara 6 
-■-■     i ■         I, .....1 .,, .  ■    t ■—    ■ ■ 
19.    KIP (Baok) Mara 6 
20.    UN (Baok) Vara 6 
TABLE 5 -  Continued 
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CUS NUMBER       11 HOUSE LIGHTS i       FULL      HALF1      OUT 
FRBSETi    X *•   Y INDEPENDENTi    ADD  SUBTRACT **    COUNT 5 
NOTESi     OLD LADY.     "1 iaren!    Oh, Karen!" 
. 
1.    Curtain Waraara 8 21. 
22. 
~ 
2.    BCD Cool 
3.    KEO Cool 23. Goto Spaclal              10 
24. SL Door k.      UN  CMl 
5.    BCD Ham 25.    Rod Cyc Top                3 
6.    KK> War. 26.    Green Cyc Top           10 
- 
7.     UN Warn 27.    Blue Cyc Top              10 
8.    Groundrow 4             28.    Had Cyc Bottom            6 
9.   Kaon A Fireplace 29.    Green Cyc Bottoa        8 
10.    Q ¥ara 30. Blue Cyc Bottoa         8 
31. Sooopa                         10 11.     SB Door  (G) 
12.    DSL Door (?) 32.    Spot Light 
13.    UH  (M) 33.    Night Naah 
1*.    OL (?) 34.    Night Uaah 
15.    BCD (BMk) Cool 6 
16.    KBO  (Beck) CMl 6 
17.     UN (Back) Cool 6 
18.    BCD (Back) Wars 6 
19.    KBO (BMk) Wan 6 
20.     UN  (Back)   Mara 6  .              -- 
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TABU 5 - Continual 
CUE NUMBER      12 HOUSE LIGHTSi FULL      HALT      OUT 
FRBSKTi    X Y — 
NOTESi    Muaic Cue 
INDEPENDSNTi    ADD. —    SUBTRACT          COUNT «* 
1. Curtain Warner* 
2. BCD Cool 
21. 
8              22. 
3. KBO Cool 
4. UN Cool 
5. BCD Wan 
8 
8 
6 
6 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
Gobo Special               10 
SL Door                         3 
Red Cyo Top                 3 
6.    KSO Mara Croon Cyo Top            5 
7. UN Kara 
8. Groundrew 
6 
2 
Blue Cyo Top             10 
Red Cyo Bottoa            3 
9.    Moon * Fireplace 10 29. 
30. 
Green Cyc Bottoa        5 
10.     Q Warm 7 Blue Cyc Bottoa          6 
11. SB Door (G) 
12. DSL Door (P) 
13. UR (M) 
5 31. Sooopa                            4 
5 
4 
4 
7 
7 
32. 
33. 
34. 
Spot Light 
Night Maah                  10 
14. UL (P) 
15. BCD (Back) Cool 
16. KEO (Back) Cool 
17. LIN (Back) Cool 
18. BCD (Back) Mara 
Night Maah                  10 
7 
5 
■   — 
1 
19.    KBO (Baok)j»ara 
on        TIH   (?*t'lt\  Mara 
6 
6 
—— 
TABLE 5 - Continuad 
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COB HUMBEB      13                   HOUSE LI OHTSi      FULL      HALF      OUT 
ADD          SUBTRACT **    COUNT    3 
it 
- 
PRESET I     X           Y           INDEPENDENTi 
NOTESi    Shooa COB* Off Karon's F» 
1.    Curtain maraoro L a' 
2.    BCD Cool                           8 22. 
3.    KEO Cool                              8 23. Gobo Special 
24. SL Door                       3 
25. Rod Cyo Top                3 
4.    UN Cool                           8 
5.    BCD HUB                           6 
6.    KEO Warn                           6 26. Croon Cyo Top            5 
27. Bluo Cyo Top             10 
28. Rod Cyo Bottoa            3 
29. Croon Cyo Bottoa       5 
7.    UN Han                           6 
8.    Qroundrow                         2 
9.    Moon * Firoplaoo          10 
10.    Q Waxa                              7 30.    Bluo Cyo Bottom         6 
ll.    SR Door (G)                     5 31. Sooopa                         4 
32. Spot Light 
33. Night Waah                10 
12.    DSL Door (F)                    5 
i 
■ : 
13.    UB (M)                                  * 
 1 
14. UL (P)                                  4 
15. BCD (Back) Cool              7 
34.    Night Haah                10 
16. KEO (Back) Cool              7 
17. LIN (Baok) Cool              7 
18. BCD (Baok) Warn              5 
19'_ M9 (Baok) Mara _*_ 
20.    UN (Baok) Mara              6 
... —                           
■ • 
j 
(A 
TABLE 5 - Continued 
GUI NUMBER      V* HOUSE LIGHTS I      PULL      HALF      OUT 
UNT 3 PRBSETi    X  Y  INDEPENDENT i    ADD **    SUBTRACT           CO 
NOTESi    Red Shooa Arc Pat On 
1.     Curtain Haraero 21. 
2.     BCD Cool 8 22. 
3.    KBO Cool 8 
8 
23.     Gobo  Special 
2k.    SL Door 
10 
3 k.     UN Cool 
5.    BCD Van 6 25.    Red Cyc Top 3      . 
6.    KBO Waxa 6 26. Green Cyc Top 
27. Blue Cyc Top 
5 
10 7.     UN Wan 6 
8.    Groundrew 2 28.    Red Cyc Bottoa 3 
9.    Moon * Pireplaoe 10             29.     Green Cyc Bottew j 
5 
10.    4 Mara 7          |   30.    Blue Cyc Bottoa 6 
11.    SR Door (G) 5 31.    Scoops k 
12. DBX Door (P) 
13. UR (M) 
5 32. Spot Light 
33. Night Hash 10 k 
Ik.    UL (P) k Jk.    Night Hash 
10 
15.    BCD (Back) Cool 7 
16. KEO (Baok) Cool 
17. L7M (Baok) Cool 
7 
7 -    
r      " 
18.    BCD (Baok) Hani  5 
19.   KB© (Baok) Han 6 —-—- 
20.    UN (Baok) Han 6 L    . 
TABLE 5 - Continual 
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CUB NUMBER       15 HOUSE LIGHTSi       FULL HALF      OUT 
UMHBBMttl    AH)>_**_ SUBTRACT CONT_ PRESBTi    X  T  
HOTESi    Karoni    "They're round Tho Soorot. 
1.    CurUln Uaraara 21. 
2,    BCD Cool 22. 
3. KEO Cool 
4. UN Cool 
5. BCD War* 
6. KEO Wan 
7. UN Van 
8. Croundxow 
9. Moon A Firoplaoo 
10. Q War. 
11. SB Door (G) 
12. DSL Door (F) 
13. UR (M) 
14. UL (P) 
15. BOD (Baok) Cool 
16. KEO  (Baok)  Cool 
17. UN (Baok) Cool 
18. BCD (Baok) Kara 
19. KEO (Baok) Mara 
20. UN (Baok) Mara 
8 
8 
23. 
24. 
Gobo Spooial 
SL Door 
10 
3 
6 25. Rod Cjrc Top 
Groon Cjrc Top 
BLuo Cjrc Top 
Rod Cyo Bottom 
Groon Cyo Bottoa 
BLuo Cjrc Bottoa 
3 
6 26. 5 
6 27. 10 
2 
10 
7 
28. 
29. 
30. 
3 
5 
6 
5 31. Sooopo 4 
5 32. Spot Light 10 
4 33. Night Hash 10 
4 » Night Waeh 10 
7 
7 
7 
5 
6 
6 
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TABU 5 - Continued 
16 CUB NUMBER  
FRBSBTi     X  Y  
NOTESi    Dane* Stops 
HOUSE LIGHTSi 
INDEPENDENT!    ADD 
FULL      HALF      OUT 
SUBTRACT **    COUNT 
1. Curtain Manors 
2. BOD Cool 
3. KEO Cool 
*. ZJN Cool 
5.    BCD Warn 
8 
8 
8 
6 
• 
21. 
22. 
23. 
Ik. 
25. 
6. KEO Ware 6 26. 
7. UN Ware 6 27. 
8. 
9. 
Groundrow 2 28. 
Hoon * Fireplaee 10 29. 
10. 
11. 
Q wan 7 30. 
SB Door (G) 31. 
12. DSL Door (F) 5 32. 
13. 
Ik. 
UH (M) 
0L (P) 
k 
k 
33. 
3k. 
w? BOD (Back)  Cool 7   
16. KEO (Baok) Cool 7 
17. UH (Baa*) 0—1 7 
18. 
19. 
BOD (BMk) Van 5 
6 
. . 
KEO (Baok) Hani — 
20. UN (Baok) Kara 6 
Goto Special 10 
SL Door 3 
Bod Cyc Top 3 
Groan Cyc Top 5 
Bluo  Cyc Top 10 
Bod Cyc Bottoa 3 
Groan Cyc Bottoa 5 
Blue Cyc Bottoa 6 
Sooopa 10 
Spot Light 
Right Hash 10 
Might Maah 10 
TABLB 5 - Continued 
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CUB NUMBER       1? HOUSE LIGHTSi       FULL      HALF      OUT 
I 
PRESETi     X           X           INDEPENDENT i     ADD          SUBTRACT **    COUNT 1 
NOTESi     Red  Show  Are Taken Off 
-- 
1.     Curt*In Wanner* a. 
2.    BCD Coel 8          |   22. 
3.    KBO Coel 8 23.    Gobo Special 
2k.   SL Doer                       3 k.    UN Cool 
5. BCD tea 
6. KSO tea 
8 
6 
6 
25. Bed Cyc Top                3 
26. Green Cyc Top            5 
7.    LIN tea 6 27.    Blue Cyo Top             10 
- 
8.     GxoundroH 2 28.    Bed Cyo Bottom            3 
9.    Keen 4 fireplace 10 29. Green Cyo Bottom       5 
30. Blue Cyo Bottom         6 j 10.    Q tea 
11.    SB Deer (G) 
8 
31. Scoop-                         10 
32. Spot Light 
 
12.    DSL Doer (F)                    5 
13.    OR (M) 33.    Night teah                 10 
14.    OX (P) 34.    Night teah                10 
15.    BCD (Back) Coel 
- 16.    KBO (Baok) Cool 
J7.    UN (Baok) Cool 
18.     BCD (Baok) tea 
   -- - - 
_                    — 
19.    KBO (Baok) Want 6 
20.    LIN (Baok) tea 6    
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TAILS 5 - Continued 
CUS NUMBER         18 HOUSE LIGHTSi      FULL      HALF      OUT 
INDEPENDENTi    ADD **   SUBTRACT         COUNT \ 
i Tbo Had Shooo 
1 
PRBSBTi    X  Y  
NOTESi     JMOO Put* 0 
1.    Curtain Varaora 21. 
2.    BCD Cool 8 22. 
3.    00 Cool 8 23.    Goto Special            10 
— 
k.    UN Cool 8 2k.   SL Door                       3 
5.   BOD Hara 6 
6 
25. Bod Cyo Top                3 
26. Qroon Cyo Top            5 6.   KBO Hara 
7.    UN Mara 6 27.    Bluo Cyc Top             10 
8.    Croundrow 2           | 28.    Bod Cyc Bottoa           3 
9.    Hoen * Firoplaeo 10           j 29.    Croon Cyc Bottoa       5 
10.    QHara 
.  
8 30.    Blue Cyo Bottoa          6 
- 
11.    SB Ooar (C) 5 31.    Scoope                         10 
12.    DSL Door (F) 5 32.    Spot Light 
13.    W (N) k 33.    Night Haah                  10 
1*.    UL (P) k 34.    Night Haah                 10 
15.    BOS (Back) Cool 7 
16. KSO (Back) Cool 
17. UN (Baok) Cool 
18. BOD (Baok) Mara 
19. KCO (Baok) Kara 
20. UK (Baok) Van 
7 
7 
 - 
5 
6  
6 — 
TABU 5 - Continued 
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CUE NUMBER      19 HOUSE LIGHTSi      FULL     HALF     OUT 
A 
PRESETi    X  Y  
NOTES i     Jam* DUOH 
1. Curtain Warner* 
2. BCD Cool 
INDEPENDENTi 
8 
ADD **    SUBTRACT           COUNT 3 
a. 
22. 
3.    KEO Cool 8 23.     Gobs Special               10 
k.    UN Cool 8 24.    SL Door                         3 
5.     BCD Warm 6 25.    Bod Cyo Top                3 
6.    KEO Wars 6 26.     Green Cyc Top               5 
7.    UN Van 6 27.     Blue  Cyc Top               10 
8.     Groundrow 2 
10 
28. Bod Cyo Bottom            3 
29. Orson Cyc Bottoa       5 |  9.    Moon A Fireplace 
j 10.    Q Wan 8 30.    Blue Cyo Bottoa          6 
11.    3R Door (6) 5          ! 31.    Sooopo                       10 
i12.    DSL Door (F) 
!13.    OH (M) 
5 32. Spot Light                 10 
33. Night Vaah                 10 
il*.    UL (P) k 3».    Night Vaah                 10 
15.    BCD (Back) Cool 7 - 
16.    KEO (Baok) Cool 7 
17.    UN (Baok) Cool 7   
18.    BOD (Baok) Van 5 
19. KEO (Baok) Van 
20. UN (Baok) Van 
6 
6 
■ 
TABLI 5 - Continual 
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CUB NIMBBB   20 HOUSB LIGHTSi FULL      HALF      OUT 
  SUBTRACT **    COUWTJ 
i 
PRESBTi    X         Y          INDEPENDENT,    ADD 
NOTES i    J«o Fall* Down 
I        i 
f 1 
t 
1.    Curtain Hanon 21. 
2.    BCD Cool 8 22. 
3.    KKO Cool 8 23. Goto Special              10 
 1 
*.    UN Cool 8 2k. SL Door                       3 
5.    BCD Wan 6 25. Rod Cyo Top                  3 
6.    KKO Han 6 26. Croon Cyo Top             5 
7.    UN Mara 6 27. Blue Cyo Top             10 
8.    GrouodroK 2 28. Bod Cyo Bottoa            3 
Groan Cyo Bottoa       5 
- ■ ■ 
9.    Moon it Flroplaoo 10 29. 
10.    q Van 8 30. Blue Cye Bottoa          6 
U.    SI Door (G)                     5 31. Sooopo                       10 
12.    DSL Door (P)                   5 32. Spot Light 
13.    UR (M)                                  * 33. Night Haah                10 
Night Haah                10   1*.    UL (P) 
15.    BOD (Back) Cool 
y*. 
16.    KBO  (Baok)  Cool 
  17.    UK (Baok) Cool   • 
18.    BOD (Baok) Van 
19.   KB (Baok) Wan              6 ...    .. 
20.    UP. (Baok) Han              6          | 
TABLE 5 - Continued 
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CUB  NUMBER         21                    HOUSE LIGHTSi       FULL      HALF*      OUT 
PRBSBTi     X           Y           INDEPENDENT!    ADD          SUBTRACT **    COUNT    3 
NOTESi    J«no Takes Off The Red Shoes 
1.    Curtain Wanen 21. 
2.    BCD Cool                              8 22. 
3.    KXO Cool                              8 23.     Gobo Special 
4.    UN Cool                              8 24.    3L Door                         3 
5.    BCD Wan                           6 25.    Rod Cyo Top                3 
6.    KEO Wan                           6 26.    Groan Cyo Top            5 
7.    UN Wan                           6 27.    Blue Cyc Top             10 
8.    Groundrow                         2 28.    Rod Cyo Bottoa            3 
9.    Noon 4 Plreplaoe          10 29.    Green Cyc Bottom        5 
10. Q Wan                              8 
11. SR Door (G)                      5 
30. Blue Cyo Bottoa          6 
31. Scoops                         10 
12.    DHL Door (P)                      5 32.    Spot Light 
| 
13.   UR (M)                            * 33.    Night Wash                10 
14.    UL (P)                                  * 34.    Night Wash                 10 
15.    BCD (Back) Cool              7 
16. KEO   (Back)  Cool                 7  
17. UN (Baok) Cool              7 
18.    BCD (Baok) Wan              5 
19.    KEO (Baok) Wan              6 
20.    UH (Baok) Wan              6 _  — -   • 
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TAILS 5 - Continued 
CUE NUMBER       22 HOUSE LIGHTS i       FULL      HALF      OUT 
INDKPSNDBNTi    ADD           SUBTRACT           COUNT  100 
"Sieae Hla, NelBl- 
PRBSBTi    X  Y  
MOTBSi    Burgaaaateri 
1.    Curtain Waraera 21. 
2. BCD Cool 
3. KSO Cool 
8             22. 
8               23.     Goto Special               10 
k.    UN Cool 
5.    BCD HUB 
8             2U.    3L Door                         3 
6            25.    Hod Cyc Top               k 
6.     KBO Warm 6             26.    Green Cyo Top           10 
7. UN Harm 
8. Grouadrow 
9. Moon « Fireplace 
10.    Q Ham 
6             27.    Blue Cyo Top             10 
3             28.    Bad Cyc Bottoa            6 
10             29.    Groan Cyc Bottoa        6 
8            30.    Blue Cyc Bottoa         8 
11.    SB Door (G) 5             31.    Scoops                         10 
12. DSL Door (?) 
13. UB (M) 
5            32.    Spot Light 
it             33.    Night Maah 
14.    UL (P) *             >.    Eight Kaah 
15.    BCD (BMk) Cool 7                                                           
- t    ■ 16. KBO (BMk) Cool 
17. UN (BMk) Coal 
18. BCD (BMk) Kara 
19. Up (Baa*) turn 
20. UN (BMk) Wara 
i 
_   6          • 
TABU 5 - Continued 
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CUB WBB     23 
PBBSaTi    X      
NOTESi     Snogg Exits 
_ HOUSE LIGHTS i       FULL      HALF      OUT 
Y **    INIBFBNDBNTi    ADD SUBTRACT **    COUNT 
1,    Curtain Warners 21. 
2.    BCD Coel 22. 
3.     KBO Cool 23.     Go DO Special 
4.    UN Cool 
5.    BCD Kara 
6.    KBO Van 
7. UN Mara 
8. Crounirow 
_9.    Noon 4 Fireplace 
24. 3L Door 
25. Had Cyc Top 
26. Groan Gyc Top 
• 
10.    Q Vara 
11.    SB Door (G) 
30.    Blue Cyc Bottoi 
31.    Scoops 
i 12.    DBL Door (?) 
13.    UB (M) 
14.    UL (P) 
lji.    BCD (Baok) Cool  
;j^5__jM0 (Bj^)_Cool_   
L2i    UN (Baok)_Cool  
-li•. BCD (Baok) Wara 
19. HQ (BMlQ «ta  
20. UN (Baok) Mara  
27.    BLuo Cyc Top 
28.    Bod Cyc Bottoa 
29. _ Green Cyc Bottoa 
32.    Spot Light 
33. Night Wash 
34. Night Wash 
TAILS 5 - Continual 
7k 
CUE NUMBER      2k HOUSE LIGHTSi      PULL     HALF      OUT 
UHT 3 
...       4 
• 
k 
10 
10 
6 
■ 
6 
8 
10 
PRESETi    X «*   y  
NOTES.    Curtain Call 
1. Curtain Vnraoro 
2. BOD Cool 
INDtPSNDfOTi    ADD *»   SUBTRACT         CO 
8        a. 
8 22. 
(.—   -  . 
23. Cobo Spooial 
24. SL Door 
3.    KKO Cool 8 
*.    UN Cool 8 
5.    BCD Kara 6           : 25.    Hod Cyo Top 
6.    KBO Nora 6 26. Green Cyo Top 
27. Bluo Cyo Top 7.    UN Mara 6 
8. Groundrow 
9. Noon * Piroplaoo 
10. Qoara 
11. SB Door (G) 
3             28.    Rod Cyo Bottoo 
10 
8 
5 
5 
k 
29. Croon Cyo Bottoo 
30. Bluo Cyo Botton 
31. Seoopo 
32. Spot Light 
33. Night Nosh 
12. DSL Door (?) 
13. UB (M) 
14.    UL (P) k 34.    Night Noah 
15.    BCD (Book) Cool 7 
16.    KBO (Book) Cool 7 
17. UN (Book) Cool 
18. BCD (Book) Nora 
19. KBO (Book) Warn 
7 
5 
6 _  
20.    UN (Book) Nan 6 
TABLE 5 - Continued 
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CUE NUMBER, 
PRESET i     X 
JL HOUSE LICHTSi 
DDBBBl     ADD 
rax      HALF      OUT 
SUBTRACT *•    COUNT 
NOTESi    After Curtain Call 
1. Curtain Warners 
2. BCD Goal 
3. KEO Cool 
8 
3 
k. UN Cool 
3. BCD Kara 
6. KEO Van 
7. UN Wara 
8. Greundrow 
9. (toon 4 Fireplace 
10. Q Wara 
11. SR Door (G)  
12. DSL Door (F) 
13. UR (M) 
Ik. UL (P) 
15. BCD (Back) C«al_ 
16. KEO (Baok) Cool 
17. UN (Baok) Cool^ 
18. BCD^Baok) Wara 
19. KEO (Baok) Uara 
20. UN (Baok) Wara 
21. 
22. 
23. 8 
8 2k. 
25. 
26. 
3 
10 
8 
5 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
5 '_32._ 
k 33. 
3*. k 
7 
7 
7 
A. 
6 
6 
Goto Special 
SL Door 3 
Rod Cyc Top k 
Groan Cyo Top 10 
Hlue Cyc Top 10 
Rod Cyc Bottoa 6 
Croon Cyc Bottoa        6 
Blue Cyo Bottoa 8 
Scoops 
Spot Light 
Night Waah 
Night Wash 
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TABLE 5 - Continued 
CUE NUMBER      26                     HOUSE LIG 
 — 
HTSi      PULL      HALF      OUT 
ADD         SUBTRACT **   COUNT FMSETi    X  Y  IMBPBNDBNTi 
NOTESi    After House Is Sapty 
1.    Curtain Waraara a. 
22. 2.    BCD Cool 
3.    KBO Cool 23.     Goto Special 
4.    UN Cool 24.    SL Door 
5.      BCD Van 25.    Bod Cyc Top 
6.      KBO Van 26.    Groen Cyc Top 
7.    UN Uaxa 27.    Blue Cyc Top 
8.    Groundxov 28.    Rod Cyc Bottoa 
9.    Noon k Fireplace 
10.    Q Wan 
29. Croon Cyc Bottoa 
30. Blue Cyc Bottoa 
11. SB Door (G) 
12. DSL Door (?) 
31. Scoopo 
32. Spot Light 
13. UH (M) 
14. UL (P) 
15. BCD (Back) Cool 
16. KBO (Back) Cool               
17. UN (Back) Cool 
18. BCD (Back) Kara                 
33. Night Vaah 
34. Night Waah 
19.    KBO  (Back) Van ..._           
20.    UN (Back) Wara .         ... 
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CHAPTER III 
CRITICAL EVALUATION 
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CHAPTER III 
CRITICAL EVALUATION 
The purpose of this chapter Is to break down the technical 
production of The Red Shoes into its component parts and evaluate 
these parts as to their strengths and weaknesses.    These parts 
shall consist of;  (1) the scenery,  (2) the properties,  (3) the 
sound,  CO the lighting. 
Evaluating the visual design is very difficult after being 
totally Involved in its completion.    But part of any learning process 
is the ability to self-evaluate and to be able to accept and learn 
from other's critical comments. 
The Scenery 
The overall scenic development was very successful.    Original 
worries about budget,  time slot, and lack of technical crews proved 
to be unfounded.    My budget problems were solved by the large amount 
of stock materials in the shop.    The tine slot proved to give me more 
than enough shop time to compensate for the small technical crews. 
Also the crews that were available were skilled and concerned about 
the final effect of their work. 
The use of Carl Larssen's paintings as a model for the scene 
painting proved to be a very good choice.    The colors used were earth 
tones.    The concentration to detail, which Larssen uses so well, was 
also adapted in my design and helped make the scenery immediately 
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recognizable and believable to the young audience. 
The act curtain, which was used before the performance began 
and during Intermissions, was pulled from stock and then repainted. 
The original concept for the design was completely altered.    I decided 
that the painting of the Interior of a oobbler's shop would not 
convey the theme of the play.    So the design was changed to a banner 
with the production's title on it, the shoes, and a button hook.    As 
a background,  I chose to use pine boughs and pine cones, which gave 
it the rustic quality required.    It Is my feeling that the act 
curtain was able to set a preliminary mood in the children's minds. 
Also, for the children, the act drop was visually interesting. 
The Director wanted it to be taken on the tour to be used in 
theatres which had sufficient fly space available for its flying. 
After consideration, the tour's technical director and I decided to 
abandon the idea of taking it on tour for we both realized that there 
would never be enough time or people to rig it. 
Scenically, aot one was very successful.    Both the cobbler's 
shop and the 'nice old lady's' house were constructed the same way. 
They were designed to represent houses with exposed timber and 
rough stucco exteriors.    The only problem arose after the first set- 
up.    It was discovered that the roofs were sufficiently heavy to 
cause sagging.    The solution was quite simple, a stage brace was 
constructed to support the upstage rear corner of the roof.    The 
roofs were then notched to prevent the stage braces from slipping 
off the roof. 
Overall, the painting of both house- worked very well.    The 
6* 
only weakness ni the windows, which appeared too flat.    More could 
have bean done to sake then appear three dimensional in appearance. 
The groundrow posed one of the biggest questions in the design 
because I could not decide which would be the simplest and lightest 
■ethod for its construction.     In the end, the simplest proved the 
beet, which consisted of two, two-fold flats forming the basis with 
four small quarter inch plywood panels placed in front of the two-folds 
for act one.    The two-folds and panels could be combined in any number 
of different arrangements depending on the space available. 
The painting of the groundrow was the moot effective in the 
entire production.    The two-folds were done to resemble mountains 
and a distant forest.    This scone was used for act two.    Ifeinted on 
the panels were cottages seen in the distance.    The forest and 
mountains were visible above the panels during act one.    The visual 
effect of the panels in front of the two-folds in act one gave a 
very nice three dimensional effect of cottages with mountains in the 
distance. 
The only problems to arise in the act one scenery came with 
the first set-up. The Director didn't like the placement of the well. 
It was originally placed down center but the Director felt that it 
would impede movement so it was moved up-left next to the cottage. 
Placing the well in that location necessitated sovlng the picket 
fence in front of the cottage door. The resulting effect was that 
of an empty center stage and a congested stage left. 
The major pieces of scenery for act two were the gypsy tent 
and gypsy wagon.     Both units consisted of the scenery fro- act one. 
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plus either hard or soft panels.    Stage right used an entire covering 
of soft panels, while stage left used panels to cover part of the 
unit.    There were serious doubts as to the workability of the panels, 
but once In place, they proved very effective. 
There were a few weaknesses in the conversion from act one to 
act two.    It would have been more interesting visually if I had 
broken the line of the tent roof by the use of some sort of cut-outs 
such as flags or the tops of trees.    I wanted to add something but 
with the soft panels attached to the peak of the roof,  I was never 
able to figure out a way to attach the cut-outs.    A number of different 
ideas were first considered, then rejected as unsatisfactory.    Finally 
the idea was abandoned. 
The other major weakness was the roof of the 'nice old lady's' 
house.    It remained the same for act two.    Having a soft flat 
covering the act one roof would have completed the change.    Unfort- 
unately time ran out before another panel could be made and painted. 
Two flats,  placed just upstage of the grand drape, were used 
as downstage masking for the performances in Taylor Building's 
theatre.    They were to serve as a proscenium arch when the production 
went on tour.     It was suggested that the flats could have had a 
design painted on them, instead of the flat color which was used. 
Trees or stone walls would have til In well with the design approach. 
The Properties 
Host of the properties were everyday household items such as 
baskets and canes.    Only a few items actually had to be designed and 
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constructed.    The dog cart was one.    It Has one of ay biggest personal 
disappointments.    A great deal of thought was Involved in Its design. 
The major concern was that the gypsy had to ride on stage with his 
hurdy-gurdy and a number of parcels.    The script called for a wheel- 
barrow but I knew that it would be too small to contain everything. 
After reproducing a dog cart,   I found that the Director had changed 
the blocking to the point that the gypsy did not ride in the wagon 
at all.    The wagon was just pulled onto the stage and then pulled off 
again.    I felt that it was a great waste of time and effort. 
The hurdy-gurdy also had to be constructed.    It underwent a 
number of changes from its original plan.    The basic idea was a box 
with a shoulder strap and a single leg stand.    The Director felt the 
leg got in the way of the action of the play so it was removed.    Then, 
once the actors started using costumes, it was discovered that the 
shoulder strap would not work conveniently with the gypsy's hat on. 
Thus the shoulder strap was modified so that it snapped behind the 
neck to make it easier to put on and take off.    The actors continued 
to complain about the weight of the hurdy-gurdy but there was nothing 
to be done without completely redesigning the property, so they accepted 
It.     It did work out very well as it was. 
Another property to be built was the bench which was outside 
the cobbler's shop.     It was purposely constructed to look homemade 
and rustic.    Prom the audience, it gave the desired effeot. 
All the re.t of the properties were collected from the property 
room.    This was a blessing because purchasing properties from stores. 
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even at discount houses and flea markets, can prove to be expensive. 
The property crew needed a budget of only twenty dollars.    All the 
properties looked and worked quite well and I was very pleased with 
the overall effect. 
The Sound 
Originally I thought that I would be responsible for the sound 
In the production.    After meeting with the Director, it was decided 
that he would take care of the audio effects.    It was agreed that with 
all the dances which take place, It would be very difficult to have 
two people involved with its planning.    With the Director handling 
the sound,  I had more tine to work out the other technical aspects 
of the production. 
The Lighting 
Of all the elements of the visual design, the lighting design 
proved to be the least successful.    Many problems arose, some of 
which were anticipated and other, were not.    The primary cause of 
concern was the grand drape.    The contour of the curtain meant that 
many lighting positions had to be changed.    A number of areas 
which were designed to be cov«.d by cross lighting were limited to 
light only from one side.     In some instance, gel colors had to be 
modified because of the uneven lighting. 
Bxtreme down left and right, and up center were the most 
affected by the contour curtain.    The problem of up center was solved 
by hitting th. area head on.    An instrument was hung in the cent* of 
the first front-of-tha-houso beam position and focussed up center, 
which helped somewhat.    But down right and left continued to cause 
problems whenever the actors came down below the curtain line.    The 
shuttering of the Instruments was so tight, in order to keep spill 
off the curtain, that very little could be done to solve the problem 
satisfactorily. 
One solution could have been to use a lower angle of lighting 
by using the second front-of-the-house beam position, instead of the 
first.    This would have brought the light in under the grand drape, 
but possibly it would have caused too much spill on the scenery. 
The grand drape forced the addition of side light down right 
and left.    Originally both areas were cross-lit, but both cool color 
instruments had to be eliminated.    The side light, from just upstage 
of the grand drape, helped balance the color, but did not help the 
dark areas just below the curtain line. 
The costumes for the production posed another problem.    Most 
of the characters wore wide brim hats.    Using the McCandless method 
of hanging the Instruments produced shadows on the actor's faces. 
Again, hanging the front-of-the-house instruments from the second 
beam would possibly have helped the problem. 
Originally the lighting design included two light trees, to 
be focussed as back light for the doors of each house.    Once the 
scenery had been set in place, it was discovered that it was Impossible 
to effectively back light the doors without an excessive amount of 
spill light being visible from the audience.    Thus the idea was 
abandoned. 
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Overall, act one was disappointing as far as the lighting 
design was concerned.    I was never successful in accomplishing a 
smooth daylight effect.     I Has unable to eliminate the warm and cool 
contrasts on the stage.    The cyclorama and groundrow were well lit, 
but the downstage areas were weak. 
Act two was set at night.    To aid in the suggestion of darkness, 
I used six eight inch Fresnels with Hoscolene number 85k, steel blue, 
for color.    The resulting effect, coupled with lowering the intensity 
of the warm instruments, was quite effective. 
Another device which was used to add to the nighttime 
effect was the "moon special".    It was achieved by placing a forty 
watt household bulb and socket inside an institutional waste basket. 
Over the open end was placed a shield which left only a quarter 
cresent.    The waste basket was then suspended at approximately sixteen 
feet from the stage floor behind the cyclorama.    Once the light was 
turned on, the effect from the front-of-the-house worked very well. 
The campfire was required to house a flash effect to be used 
when Karin threw the red shoes in the fireplace to destroy them.    A 
flash pot was finally used to accomplish the desired effect.    The 
flash and accompanying smoke worked very well. 
After several discussions with the Director, it was agreed 
to use a follow spot for all the dances.    The spot was operated from 
the light booth.    Unfortunately the theatre's follow spot was not 
powerful enough to use gel and still be able to be read with other 
stag, instruments at high Intensity.    But when using the follow spot, 
while the other instruments were at full, the follow spot did not 
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have the hard edges which are used for musical comedy, but gave a 
circle of illumination which was soft and it worked very well. 
Numerous times during the play, Karin puts on the red shoes. 
This is the only unrealistic action in the play.    I felt these 
moments should be separated from the rest of the production.    The 
effect was to be accomplished by three six inch by nine inch Lekolltes 
with gobos.    The gobos were cut in leaf patterns.    The instruments 
were focussed to give general illumination across the acting areas. 
Unfortunately these instruments were completely washed out by the 
rest of the stage lighting.    The primary cause of their ineffectiveness 
was the fact that the gobos were placed in the gel housing of the 
instruments Instead of in its proper place inside the instruments. 
The proper placement of the gobos would have made a difference. 
Summary 
The overall visual design for The Red Shoes was a very satis- 
factory and rewarding experience.    Scenically the production was 
quite successful.     A great deal was learned about the various scene 
painting techniques.    Another area of considerable learning came 
from designing, then visualizing the lighting for the production.    A 
number of flaws developed but overall the lighting design was successful 
as far as the general audience was concerned. 
It is safe to say that the greatest learning process came in 
my own self-awareness,    fttience and understanding was found to be a 
great asset when working with other creative people all trying to 
accomplish the same goal, a successful stage production. 
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